Player Interviews: Heroes

In this video, four players talk about their heroes in football and outside of football.

Tell your teammate about your heroes. Talk about heroes in:

- Football
- Music
- Films
- In your community
- History
- Science

True or false?

Read the statements about the video and decide if they are true or false.

1. Angel Rangel played with one of his heroes. TRUE / FALSE
2. Jose Fonte admires his father. TRUE / FALSE
3. Jonas Olsson played with his hero for Sweden. TRUE / FALSE
4. Jonas Olsson is impressed by creative people. TRUE / FALSE
5. Jose Fonte says footballers never make mistakes. TRUE / FALSE
6. Marc Muniesa’s here was a teammate at Barcelona. TRUE / FALSE
7. Jonas Olsson thinks everybody should be a role model. TRUE / FALSE
8. Angel Rangel has had little support from his parents. TRUE / FALSE

Should and Shouldn’t

In the video, Angel Rangel says ‘I think footballers should be role models.’ We use should and shouldn’t to make suggestions and give advice. After should or shouldn’t we use the infinitive.

Put these sentences in the correct order:
1. you / should / more / fruit and vegetables / eat
2. shouldn’t / smoke / you
3. should / for / Manchester United / Messi / sign
4. do exercise / you / every day / should

Writing: Sentence Heads

Look at the sentences below and complete each sentence in a different way.

1. When you score a goal, you should _____________.
2. When a teammate is in space, you should _____________.
3. If you see the goalkeeper move to the left, you should put your penalty to the _________________.
4. If the goalkeeper is outside of the area, he shouldn’t _________________.
5. If the referee blows his whistle, you should _____________.

Speaking

Imagine you are the referee. Answer the questions with your teammate.

1. A striker is running towards goal. The goalkeeper fouls the striker. What should you do?
2. A substitute runs on the pitch and kicks the ball. What should you do?
3. Your watch stops working. What should you do?
4. A player falls on the floor and wants a penalty. The other player didn’t touch him. What should you do?